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AtsSTRACT

Recent Èheoretical studies have shown thaE the presence of retained

austenite in increasing amounts has a beneficial effect on the strengch/

ductility properties of intercritically annealed dual phase steels"

These studies also indicaEed that improvement ín the stabílÍty of this

phase against deformatíon induced ¡nartensitíc transformatíon also

enhances these propertÍes in such sËeels.

InvestígatÍons prior Eo these studies showed that the retention of

this phase is due to the joínt effects of cheurical stabilízation and

austenite partlcle síze effect. It riras also observed exPerimentally

that the stability of this phase agaínst deformation induced

transformation is primarily a function of its partlcle síze. The

stabÍlity increases with decreasing size.

In view of these findÍngs, an experimental study rsas undertaken to

<letermine the retention characterístics of austenite in such steels with

the objective of optirnizing the condj.tions under which increased amounts

of retained austenÍte of superior stability can be retained. Variables

in the form of annealing Eime, temperature and starting uticrostructure

were considered ín this study.

The results of this study indicate that the process of austenite

formati-on ís dominated by the nucleation kinetics up to 792"C

temperature between A, temperature and BlB"C. Beyond this temperature

the auscenite growth kinetics dominates the reaction process. This is

true for samples with starting microstructure consisting of tempered

marEensite or ferrite + pearlite. However, Ín the case of samples with

as quenched starting microstructure, this reaction is dominated only by
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che nucleation kinetics of auscenite in chis annealing temperature

range. For quenched and tempered starting microstructure it is found

that up to a certain annealing time depending on the annealing

temperature, the austenite formation is dominated by the nucleation

kinetics beyond which the growth kinetics has an overriding effect.

It is also concluded from this study that a tempered martensitic

sEarting microstructure yields signÍficantly hÍgher amounts of retained

austenite of superior stability as compared Eo that obtained by using

the conventional ferrÍte + pearlite starting mícrostructure. FurÈher-

more it i-s seen that there exists a criti.cal conbination of annealing

tíme and temperature corresponding to which maxímum austeníte is

retained for samples wit.h this starti-ng microstructure.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

DuaI Phase steels are a relatively neh¡ class of hÍgh strength low

alloy (HSLA) steels developed in the mid 70's. They are characterized

by a microstructure consisting of 15 to 25 vol 7" hard martensite (not

pearlite as in conventional HSLA steels) dispersed as islands in a soft

ferrite matrix. However, depending on the chemistry of the steel and

the processing techniques employed, Èhe second phase is often not

martensit" "Iorr"l-3. 
Instead, it may consist of a mixture of

martensite, bainite and retained austenite (V*).

The production of these steels írrespective of the processing

techníques used, consist of annealing low carbon-low alloy steels in the

a + y region (I.C. annealíng) of the Fe-C equilibirum diagram followed

by accelerated cooling.

These steels have superíor ductility (Fig. l) compared to conven-

tíonal H.s.L.A. steels of equivalent strengthl-9. They also exhibit a

continuous yielding behaviour thus making them highly formable (Fig' 2) '

The effect of the dual phase microstructure on the ductilÍty of these

steels is an extremely complex subject because of the various factors

that contribute Eo this property. Anong them are, volume fraction of

. t0-I3,14 ^G t')
martenslce '^-, carbon content of martensite'", plasticity of

martensíte, distribution of martensitel5, a1loy content of

ferritu16,L7-20, arrd retained austenite t*2t-'U. Of all these factors,

attention in this study will be focussed on the contrÍbution of Y* since

no significant attempÈ has been made Eo date Ëo control ductility

through the use of chis Pháse.
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yR which may be present in amounts varying from 2 to 9 vol

722'24'27'28, undergoes deforrnation induced martensitic transformatíon

(DrMT), when these steels are deformed plastically (Fig. 2)2I'22'28'29.

When this phase is present in quanËities of more than 4 vol "/", it

contributes to the improvement of the work hardening ,.t"t29'30. This

phenomenon ís siurilar to that observed in metastable austentic (TRIP)

_ 3l-34
s teels

The correlation between y* and high work hardening rates, is based

on the continuous transformatíon of retaÍned austenite to martensite

during deformatÍor,"'22'35 and Ehe dislocaËíon structure generated by

Ëhis transformation3 ' 5 
' 
36-38 . This aspect has been dealt with in

dut.i139-40, where ít h¿s been shown that the flow stress in steel is

linearly proportíonal to the square root of the dislocation density. In

the case of dual phase steels containing Yp, the rate of increase of

dÍslocatÍon density per unit increase in strain exceeds that for a plain

ferrite steel or ferrite + only marÈensite, containing dual phase steels

at the same staín. Thus, the rate of work hardening (do/de) of these

steels will exceed that. for a plain ferrite or ferrite + martensite dual

phase stee1. A schematic representative of the situation is shov¡n in
))

trgure J

That yR in dual phase steel is a very Ímportant microconstítuent

for producing high rates of work harcleníng is also evident from

))
fígure 4". As per Considere's criterion, stable plastic flow wÍl1

contÍnue until the true stress (o) exceeds the raEe at which the matrix

is able to v¡ork h"td"r,4 l. Thus the relationship:

do/de > o stable Plastic flow

do/de I o formation of neck
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The condÍtions are illustrated schernatically in figure 3. The point of

instabÍIity beíng do/de = o, where necking sets in. The strain

corresponding Eo this point is the maximum uniform elongation (eu). The

establishment of hígh work hardening rates during the Ínítial stages of

straining increases the uniform elongation by delaying the onset of

neckÍng (Fig. 3). This is indicative of the fact that the stabílity of

Yn against DIl"lT is very intimately connected to the ductility of dual

phase steels. It must be noled here, t,hat for YR to make a positive

contribution towards the ductility of these steels, it is essential that

this phase has a moderate (neither very high nor very small) degree of

stability against DIMT42. InsufficÍent stability wilI cause the flow

stress to exceed the work hardening rate at low strains while Ín the

case of extremely high stability, neckíng will set in before the

martensÍte transformation process is inítiated. Previous

observaËior,"" '22'28'35'43 hitherto show that this phase undergoes

transformation during the early stages of plastic deformation

characterizíng poor stabilíty agaínst DIMT. Lately it has been observed

that the'ease'of this transformation is a function of the particle
¿1

síze of the y* phase'". As in the case of TRIP steels, the deformation

induced transformatíon process becomes increasingly difficult as the

ausËenite partÍcle size becomes fÍner44'45. In addition to the moderat.e

stability of y,., its increasing volume fracEion has a cumulatÍve effect.K

in improving the strength and ductility of dual phase steels as has been

shov¿n in recent theoretical str,tdí.s42.

Although numerous studies Ín the past have establistred che presence

of some amounts of retained austenite (which transforms to martensite

durÍng sEraining) in dual phase steels, no attenpt to optimize the
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volume fraction and stability of this phase have appeared in the litera-

ture. Therefore the aim of the presenE r¿ork was to make a systematic

sEudy and establ.ish experimental conditions under which increasing

amounts of austenite of improved stability can be retaíned.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEi^/

The retention of austenite when steels are cool-ed from elevated

temperatures has been attributed Èo the effects of one or more of the

following stabilízatíon mechanj-sms that may be operating. They are

a) Thermal Stabilization

b) lufechanical S tabilization

c) Chemical StabÍlization

d) Stabilization due Eo austenite grain size effect

A thorough understanding of these mechanísms Ís necessary to be

able to predict the conditíons under whích optimum amounts of austenite

can be retained in dual phase steels. Therefore a critical review of

these mechanisms Ís presented in the following subsection of thís

chapter.

2.L Thermal Stabilízation

Thermal stabilization of ausEenite is the inhibition of Ehe

martensite reaction resulting from an aging treatment. If during the

to martensi.ce the transfor-normal

mation

thermal

cooling

a rres t

measure

Ehermal transformation from austenite

ínterval

of thermal stabilization is the magnitude of the temPerature

0 (l'Íg.5) between the arrest temperature and the temperature

athermal transformation recommences.at which

.. ....:

',_l
:. :,:

': :l:: .t,
at:,:ì
:,.a)

..:::
:.t
::,..

'tl,,t
a:

. ìt:
..

.::

:

.l

is arrested and the partially transformed specímen is aged,

stabilization is manifested by the fact that upon subsequent

further Eransformatíon of martensite does not recommence at the

temperature (TA), but at a temperature below it. A proper

ìil
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It has l¡eeu demonstrated that the extenE of stabilization 0, of

partially transformed specinens depends on the tíme and temperature of

aging after Lhe arrest46 '47 '48. The magnitude of 0 as a functj-on of

time has been found to itrcrease to a maximum value and then decrease at

longer aging times in a manner analogous to overaging durÍ-ng solid stace

precipitat.Ío.t48'49. The most important. feature of this phenomenon is

thaË the presence of interstitial solutes lÍke carbon and nitrogen are

. - 50-52essenc]-al.

The martensite/austenite ínterface has been described as a misfit

region containing a network of dislocatio.¡'53. Such inEerfaces are

rnobile in nature in the presence of suitable chemical or mechanical
54,55drivÍng forces"''--. During agÍng, the interface dislocation can be

immobiliz.d5l'52'56 '58'59 by the pinning action of Ëhe segregated

interstitial aEoms í.e , forming t'Cottre11 Atmospheru""60 resulting in a

growth. Recent studíes (Fig. 6)61 on a medíum

that the carbon content at the interface may

L0 at %, hígh enough to stop the movement of the

complete cessation of

interface.

In plate martensitic steels, the amount of rblockyr austenite

retained can be controlled by holding the sample at a temperature above

or below M 51'52'62'63. rn these cases the amount of retained. austenÍtes

increases as the temperature is increased and the time of hold extended.

This ís attributed rnainly to carbon segregaEion to the dislocations at

the interface. A similar phenomenon may be attributed in the case of

Iath martensíte concaining thin film retained austenite caused by the

trapping of the high temperature phase between the interfaces of tvro

adjacent. laths. The bcÈ martensite lattice ís strained by the trapped

carbon steel indicate

attain values of 5 to
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carbon which diffuses towards the interface and into the Y to an extent

that Èime and temperature permit. The carbon atoms diffusing to the

interface segregate at the dislocation present a! these sites. The

resulting dislocation-interstitíal reaction creaced, produces a net

force which opposes the interface move*urrt64.

The phenomenon of thermal stabilization may be explained as

follows. The interaction of the elastic stress fields around

interstítial solute atoms with that of the semicoherent interface

decreases the elastic straÍn energy. This furnishes a driving force for

Ehe segregation of Ehe solute atoms to the interface54'65. Besides,

during the slow propagation of the interface at high temperatut."59'63

carbon can diffuse over long distances under the influence of the strain

fields of the interface. The degree of stabilization depends on the

6sconcentration of the anchoring aÈoms-- at the interface. Hence the

stabilization depends on the rate of carbon diffusion at a temperature'

which is lowered, ât a decreasing rate, during coolÍng. Also the

bindÍng of the carbon atoms to the dislocation increases with the

lowering of the temperatur.59'65, thereby increasing the effect of

thermal stabilization. However, Èhe maxímum effect of this stabÍli-

zatíon may not be attained due to the decrease in carbon díffusion as

the temperature is loq¡ered.

Therefore it has been concluded that the observed increase ín the

carbon concentration at the interface occurs mainly at high temPeratures

in the temperature range through which cooling takes place.
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2.2 }lechanical Stabilization

During the Y + cr Èransformat.ion, the growth of individual laths

can be vi-ewed as a systematic moti-on of the a'/Y interface' It has been

observed that during such transformaEions, the lattíce of the Parent

phase ahead of the transformation front contains a high concentration of

structural defects, e.g., dislocat.ions, ledges, faults, et,c. (Figs. 7

and 8). These imperfections arise as a result of accommodation of

strains created by the dilational and shear "tr.""."64'66'67.
Since the shearing of such an imperfect lattice is dÍfficult, the

parent (austenite) phase resísts the contínuation of the transfor-

*"tiorr68. The movement of the Y/q interface will thus be impeded by the

presence of these d.f""t"57'59'68.

As the transformation proceeds, plastic deformation of the Parent

austenite phase takes place resultíng in creation of tnore dislocation

ahead of the transformation front. Under such conditions, the

continuation of the transformation process requires a continuous

increase in the dríving force. Sínce such as increase in the dríving

force cannot be achieved under any conditions of cooling, the reactÍon

comes to a halt.

The presence of structural defects, e.8., dislocations,besides

obstructing the movement of the i-nterface also affects its movement

indirectly because of Ehe carbon redistribution in the austenite. The

distrÍbution generally takes place at the higher temPeratures of the

M -M- temperature range during which carbon segregates at the dis-
sr

55 '59. This results inlocations thereby enhancing their inmobility

making the deformation of the austenite more diffÍculc in the presence

of the shear process.
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Figure 7. High magnification dark field micrograptrs of a

containing thÍck retained austenite film, show th%¿
change due to defects arísing from heavy deformation"'

region
con t ras t

B. Dislocation s
Fe-Ni-C steel

Figure g6rounding marcensite p1a tes (1"1) in the quenched
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Also the fast cooling rates needed for such Èransformation ÍmparËs

a remarkably high degree of residual "tr.ins69. Stresses of the order

of 50 k"i70 *uy result due to the quenching which is about 10"/" of che

stresses caused by the volumetric change accompanying Ëhe y+ot transfor-

mation. Since these residual stresses l¡ave to be accommodated they are

presumed to contribute to the local stabilÍzation of austeniteTL'72.

2.3 Chemical Stabilizatíon

The initiatÍon and progress of the y + u'transformation are both

controlled by Ehe chemical and non chemical free energies of the

systenT3-74. The chemícal free energy depends targely on the chemícal

specíes of the phases. If variation in the chemistry of the austenite

phase can be brought about by any means, then the course of the trans-

formaEion is altered. Thus, changes in the a1loy content (both

substj-tutional and interstitial) of the austeniÈe wÍll alter the driving

force required to bring about the transformation.

I^Ihen a y-solid solution of an Fe-A alloy transforms into an cr-solíd

solution of the same composition, the chemical free-energy AFr"_A

accompanying it is expressed by the sum of the following t"tr"70.

^FI;:A 
= (r-x) otl;.

where x is the concentratÍon

above equation, the first,

represent change in the free

atoms and the mixture (solid

+X orI-o ouil*"+ 2.1

respectively

solure (A)

The first

difficult to

of component A in aton fraction. In the

second, and third terms

energy of the solvent atoms,

solution) of Fe and A atoms.

70term can be esti¡nated but the second and third terms are



calculate. Despite this diffículty efforts

these terms and they are as follows.

Thermodynamíc properties of medium a1loy

by assuming the phases to be ideal solutíons

cerm, Í.e., o}*o is negligible. Furthermore

orl*" = 075 and thus the second term, i.e.,

14.

have been made co measure

steels have been derived 74

and therefore the mÍxing

it is also assumed that

2.2Y+c
A- TAS =AHY-c

¡t

Thus

AFq-Y

for T

AFY-g Y-0
Fe

AF

1202

200'

Y+e
A

(1-x) 
^F

2.3

the difference betr¿een the heats of solution of component

* * orl_oro

where lule is

Aínsandy

martensite).

solid solutions and is nearly equal

Numerical values are lísted in Table

ro anla' (o' denores

174-76.

Using measured values of various thermodynarnic quantítÍest
1'¿

has been related to absolute temperature T'- ví2.

AF

2.3.a

2.3.b

Y+c

^Fo-Y 
= L474

for T = 800"

ô

2.63 x l0 "T

900o k, and

3.4 x to3r2

2 -6+ 1.54 x 10 T cal/¡qo1.

-6+2x10 T3 ca1lno1

3

1000"k.

These equations undergo slight modification when ferromagnetison of

cr iron is taken ínto account.

The austenite-martensiCe equilibrium temperature to is either

raised or depressed dependi-ng on whether the chemícaI species makes
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TABLE I

Difference in lleat of SolutÍon Between Y and cr Fe Phases
70

Alloying
Element

AI^JY*q

(calimol) ^ln¡Yta(calirnol)
Alloying

ElemenE
Alloying

Element

Y-> c
rmol )^I4I(ca1

C

N

8r00

53 60

2440

2700

r600

2500

Cu

Zn

bt

Be

A1

I280

590

-47 5

-8 10

-1300

-r360

Mo

IT

P

Sn

ll-

Cr

-l 360

-2830

-4 r80

-5500

-9000

I 200

Mn

Ni

I^l

. Y-ct t

Ani " positÍve or negatíve. The To term is the main factor in

deterrnining Ms.

Subsequently, a more rigo.o.r" treatment was applied to this aspect

i¡r the case of high alloy "t""1"77. 
In this treatment the mixj-ng term

Tùas assumed to be a regular solid solutÍon. This led to the following

equation for Fe-Ni aIloys which is applícable up to 1000ok.

AFY+c
Fe-Ni

-7 ?
x 10-'T') - x (1-x) [3600 + 0.58T (l-In T)] cal/mol 2.4

The temperature, To, at which Otl"l*, vanishes ís shor¿n in Fig. 9-

As in the case of nickel, the mixing term has been taken inËo

consideraCion while calculating the free energy change in the case of

alloying elementsTB'79 such as carbon and nitrogen. In the case of

tetragonal martensite formatíon, the free energy change calculations

(1-x) 
^F.Yo 

- x (-3700 + 7.09 x to-4r2 + 3.91
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BOtaking into account che orderfng of Ehe interstitial ato¡ns

the establishment of the following 
"q.ratio.,Bl.

For disordered (cubic crysEals) formation, the free

^FY*o' "r" 
obtained by using equilibriuur calculations of

phases. The result was

Fe-C system

has led to

energy change

the q and y

.,-^ |
_ 

^Fr 
* = (l-x) AFYq

Fe - x (5552 + 1.65 RT) - RT
x[x In L _ 2"-

x .Q,n
X I - Rr $ ,[t-exp c-r13¡21r2 [2-exp clfflr3(r-2

2064+-
RT

exp tfflÌ + t.8 x to4 (Ë*)2 .¿¡/moL 2.5

Fe-N system
Y-q 

t

= (1-x) otJ;"-x(5360+l.e2Rr) -RTIxln-AF I.2x

x sn 3(åÐ I - Rr ¿ ,[I-exp 1:JJ!q¡12 [2-exp ,l#r,

2360+ -¡¡ exp
.-l I80. ,( o¡)t 1.8 x I04 qll2 cal/mol. 2.6

In the case of tetragonal crystals in which ínterstitíal atoms take

ordered arrangement, the following relatÍon ho1ds82.

an

- 
^FY*cl' 

= - ¡rY-o - ¡' 2.7

r = å * r <fi1' G-"') + NRr {åå (2s + r)

u"t+ * (2s + I)l + Il +å (2s + r)l 1, Ir I
3

x
I

(2s + 1) l .åå(r-s)¿råå( I -s)l + 2 tl-

åå,' s)l [n It lx-51-"tt s)lÌ 2.8
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s/here N is the number of Fe atoms and s is the long range order

parameter for the arrangement of interstitíal atoms (zero for cubic

crystals). The inËeraction energy between interstit.ial atons in the

lattice g, has been estimated to be 3.74 x rc-2 ergs for boch Fe-C and

Fe-N alloys assuming that Ehe decrease of che energy due to ordering of

the interstiEíal atoms in the tetragonal crystal balances Èhe lncrease

of the elastic energy due to tetragonal distortion. Equatíon 2.8 and

eq. 2.3.b therefore yield -AFY*q' "" " function of x and T. Fíg. 1081

indicates temperature To at which 
^Fr 

* becomes zeto. The M" versus

soluËe concentration curve for nitrogen contaíning steels run almost

parallel to and lles below the To curves (by about 200'C) obtained from

the above relations AFY-0' = 0. However the AFY-ct ',rr1,r." obtained at

M^ teuperature using equations 2.7 and 2.8 was found Eo be 300 cal/mol.
Þ

This value corresponds to the total amount of non chemical free

energies which also constitute the driving force for these reactions.

FÍg. 9 shor^rs the observed values of 
"" 

Eemperatures as a f unctíon of
71

nickel conËent//. To was determÍned by usíng the condition 
^FY-ct' 

= 0.

Calculations showed that the driving force at 27 atom "/" níckel is 350

cal/mol and thaË the driving force is higher or lower than this value

dependíng on rvhether the nickel is more or less than 27 arom7^. FÍg. ll

indicates the 
"" 

curves for various concentration of Fe-base binary
82alloys . It can be seen Ëhat the alloying elements that lower T

generally decrease M" cemperatures also.

EstÍmated effects of alloying elements on M" Eemperature in alloys

with more than three elements indicate that the effects of C and N are

additive relative to each other but not so with those of other substÍtu-

tional elemenÈs83'87. The effects of substiEutional el-emenÈs can be
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8Bmutually additive excepting a few cases Table II shows the variation

of M" temperatures with the addition of a third element to l-e-Ni aIloys.

In the case of Fe-C alloys variaEion of Ehe transformation with nickel

addirions is shown in Fig. 1289. Reports on the nickel equivalent of

the fourth elements in the case of 1B/8 stainless steels are as follows:

Si = 0.45, l'{n = 0.55, Cr = 0.08, C = 27, and l¡ = 2790'

For y+5 transformaEion in these alloys, the fourth element elevates

or suppresses the transformatíon temperaEure depending on whether iË

decreases (e.g. silicon) or increases (e.g. carbon) the stacking fault

9ienergy

From data available so far, it can be concluded qualitatively that

addition of any alloyíng element other than Cobalt, will suppress the M"

a

't
ìl
:i

r:.:

t:

:.

'ta

t emPera ture

increase in

and the extent of such suppression can be enhanced by an

the addition of the alloyíng elements.

2.4 Stabílization of Austenite due to Austenite Grain Size Effect

It has been conctuded from several experimental observations that

the inhibÍÈion of the y +c' reaction is enhanced by reducing the size of

austenite graÍns. Some of the more important observations made ín this

regard are depicCed in Figs. t3 to I5, and Table 3. The reasons

suggested so far, to explain thís phenomenon' are as follows.

Graín boundaríes, despite beíng defect structures and hence

preferential sites for martensíte nucleation, serve to inhibit

martensite transformaEÍon. This is because the growth of che martensite

crystal is considerably difficulr at the grain boundaries" The grain

boundary atoms being relatively free from restriction by neighbouring

atoms (unlike atoms in the grain body) tend not to parEicipate in the
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co-ordinated movement (sl-rearing of the parent lattice) so essential for

the growth of the marEens j-t" ru"l"rr"70. Besides this, the lattice

defects ín the vicÍnity of the grain boundary can migrate to the

boundary. Thus the number of potentÍal nucleation sites i" ,"d,r."d70.

It may be mentioned however, that despite

gations made in this area a rigorous explanation

this observed phenomenon is not avaí1able. The

forward so far is fron a study

as a function of

of the dependency of

the numerous investi-

of the

bes t

reasons behínd

explanation put

nucleation ratelhe

r09of martensite

Fe-24 Ni - 3

decreases as

as follows.

austenite grain size ín the case of a

Mn steel. It showed that the isothermal nucleation rate

the austenite grain size is reduced which uray be undersËood

The number of embryos existing at time t per cm3of the a1loy is

given by

N. = (n. + pf - N.,n) (I-f) 2.9

where p is autocatalytic factor, i.e., the number of embryos generated

per cm3 of martensite forured. This parameter is noE sensj-tive to the

grain síze of austenite but increases with decrease in the reaction

temperature, .í, is the number of embryos initially present per cm3 of

austenite. It is independent of the austenite grain size f, is the

volume fraction of marËensiËe formed t,, ís the number of martensite

plates per unit volume of the specímen.

The rate of activatj,on of embryos per cm3 of the a1loy can be

r06expressed as

dN
-AI^l

dr n t vexpl a/nrl 2. LO
u
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on the nucleation rate in

is the lattice vibratíona1 frequency (10 13 per sec)v/here V

^l^J

is the increment of free energy required to activate

Avogadrors number of embryos which ínclude the auto-

catalytic embryos in addítion to the inÍtíal ones.

9 and l0

a

From eqs.

dN
v exp [-^wrlnr]

:::.::.(n + p f - N ) (I-f)'v'v ....:
'.,4..a
'ì..1

dr

the rate of isothermal nucleation ís defíned as

. r d*.,,,
Àr = _:_" l-f dt

2.LL

Therefore Ñ (t-r) =

or ñ = (". *

(nv- pf - *rr) (t-f) v exP t

v exp [-Awr/nr]p f-N) v

-AI^/a/nr l

2. L2
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90
TABLE 3

Stabilization of austenite by fineness of grains ín

Fe-3 I .52 NI-O. O2y" atLoyg}

Average
Austenite Grain

Diameter, U

ASTM

Grain Size

Retained
Austenite at

-195 C, "/"

560 5.5

9.4

0.6

II

l9

I2

74

f/i, i being the mean volume per martensite plate109. - can be estimated

us]-ng Full¡oan's equatiorrttt, i.e.,
-2-rv = 1r f/8t 'Ne 2.I3

where N. is the number of qrystals per unit area of specimen cross-
A

_1
sectíon and .(, ^ is the mean value of the reciprocal of the length of the

martensite plate.

Since N , f.or a fixed value of f will increase as thev grarn s]-ze l-s

N will decrease.

Hence, for a constant value of f, N will be a functíon of where NvN
V

reduced,

have to

Consequently hÍgher nucleatíon events

the same amount of uartensite in the

for the formation

will

fineoccur to produce

The timegrained a1loy.

correspondÍng Eo

Fe-24Ni-3Mn alloy

for the spreadÍng

various reaction temperatures and

in Figure 16109. The

of 0.2"/" martensite

embryo radií for a

enersv AI^l
e

expressed

is shown act ívation

of the Ínterface according to this model is

AS

AW

ergs/embryo

4 x LO-Z (a/A)4 [, o , ut/' * 
^gY 

(a/a¡' ,"', 2. L4
e
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v¿here o is

factor (2.I

embryo and

nucleatíon

composit.ion

the interfacial energy 1¡r

* tolo dynes/cm2), ," is

ergs/cmz, A is the strain erÌergy

larges tthe radius in cm of the

provides

s ites .

1i4

a measure of the "strength" of the most potent

function of temperature and^ Y-0ag 15A

Figure l6 indícates that if

than a certain síze (210 A" Ín

the most poterrt embryos

this case), there exists

are smaller

a C curve

relacionship between ,O.Z and the

conditions isothermal cransfonnation

reaction temperature. Under such a

:

;a

't:

without prior althermal transfor-

mation ís not only accessible, but quenching to very 1ow Ëemperatures

Y
o

ttJ(r
l
l-
É.
UJ
(L

t¡J
F
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o
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Calculated time for 0.2i: MarEensite cransformation as
function of reactíon temperacure for various embryo sízes
(indicated in A') in çr.,f,e-24Ni-3!1n alloy with austenite
grain size of 0.025 mt'-'.
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can suppress the transformation completely. On the other hand wíth

embryo sizes larger than a certaln size (which is 225 A" in the study

befng referred to), the EO.2 curves do not have the C shape and tend to

become horizontal at times approachíng zero and high temperatures. Each

of these horizontal curves represent insuppressible transformation on

coolÍng and represents a true athermal M temperarure for the given
s

embryo síze.

The curves which slope upürards to higher temperatures at larger

Èimes signify that even for embryos larger than the size at which they

no longer have the C shape, Ísothermal transformation can take place

during holding above the respective M" temperature. For the case cited

here, this phenomenon is quite pronounced Í-n the embryo sj-ze range of

225-400A". In many cases one cannot make an experimental separation

between althermal and very rapid isothermal nucleation. In fact, the

distinction between althermal and isothermal kinetics ís purely

empirical and althermal transformation can be regarded as rapid

ísothermal reactíorrl t5.

The change of the C curves in Fig. 16 to transformation curves ldith

insuppressible features as embryo size increases is caused by an

accompanying decrease in ÂW a value of zeÍo is less. In other words

the condition for a true M" temperature Ís Al^J 5 0
e

thís condition. For

2.t4to be satísfied the bracketed quantiEy Ín equation has to be equal

to or less than zetot i.e.,
)r. (AB)- à go A

L

l'herefore the 
"" 

temperatures ate more

than full C curve behaviour with increaslng

Iikely Eo

size of the

2. L5

be encounCered

embryos/and or

not satisfÍed agreater the driving force. Itrhen the above condition is
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ful1 C curve results, although it may not be detectable if the curve

happens to lie too far to the right of the time axis. Thus if for any

given case a full C curve, decectable or otherwise exj.sts, there will be

no insuppressible M" even at the lowest possible temPeratures.

In view of the above observation it is suggested t.hat the

inhibiEÍon of y+M transformation in fine graíned austeniËe with sÍmilar

chemical composiEion and some free energy change (ntV-û, is a

consequence of the above staEed condition for insuppressible M" being

not satisfíed. Under the constraints of identical chemÍcal composition

and free energy change, this Ís possible if any only if the interfacial

free energy terro (o) for the nucleation of martensite in fine austenite

grain is extremely high compared to that in the coarse graín.

Lattice defects in the vicinÍty of the grain boundary migrate to

the boundary and dí"rppur.7o. For fine austeníte grains this phenomenon

will be very pronounced because of the higher grain boundary area that

is available per unit volume of the grain body. The resultant reduction

of defect and grain body interfaces wíll cause an increase in the

ínterfacial free energy term (o) thereby resisting the transformation

process.
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CHAPTER III

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Various austenite stabilization mechanisms that may operaEe during

the cooling of steels have been discussed in Chapter 2. In this

chapter, different aspects pertaining to austenite retentlon in inter-

crítically annealed 1ow alloy-low carbon steels aIe consldered'

Retained austenite rnorphologies along with the underlying factors that

contribute to their retention are reviewed. Also' austenite formation

and factors such as starting microstructure that influence its kinetics

are discussed. Finally, a choice is made about the starting

microstructure whÍch may yietd higher than usual amounts of YR on

intercritical annealing.

3. I Various Aspects of Austenite Retention in I.C. Annealed Dual Phase

, ::¡
:.atl

',:.:.

S teels

Retained aust.enit.e (VO) in intercritíca1ly annealed dual phase

steels can be classífied into three categories on the basis of their
116 117-Ir9

morphologies. They are a) interlath tYPe--", b) capsulated type

and c) isolated ,yp"22'24 u" shown ín Fig. 17 '

The inrerlath type of YR is found ín the form of thÍn continuous

fi1¡ns separaLing adjacent martensite laths as shown in Fig. r7(a)' Thís

type of y* is generally observed when low or medium carbon steels are

quenched from ¡he austeniti zatíon temperatut."6l (above A, temperatures)

and is seldom observed in dual phase steels unless quenched from high

intercritical annealing temperatures (ru 825"C) after relatÍvely long

holdtng Ëímes ('ugOO 
".")116. 

The retention of thís type of austenite in
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Figure i7(a) Figure I7b)

For a low carbon-lov¡ alloy steel which has been ü¡ater quenched after
annealing at 825"C for 15 minutes ' L7 (a) shows the bright field
rnicrograph of a martensite nodule. 17(b) shovrs this austeníte imaged as
bright streaks in a dark fíe1d micrograph.

I '! l.h

Figure 17(c)

micrograph of capsulated type retained austenite'Bright fip¡d
(marked A)'^ .
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Figure I 7 (d)

of isolated type retained austenite (marked A)

Figure 17 (e)

of isolated type retained austenite (marked A)Bright field micrograp{r
surrounded by ferrite'-
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low and medium carbon steels has been ÍnvesËigated in considerable

detail. These studies have attributed the retentlon of this type of y*

Io the combined effects of chemical, mechanícal and therr,ral stabili-

zation of the parent austenite pht""6l.

The capsulated and isolated type of yR are more commonly observed

in I.C. annealed dual phase steels. Capsulated tyPe of YR has no

partÍcular shape ancl is found insicle martensite particles (Fíg. t7c)

Isolated type of y* is observed at ferrite grain boundaries in the form

of di-screte islands.

The surrounding martensiEe of the capsulated type, generally

consÍsts of microtwins which is characteristíc of martensíte formed from

highly alloyed austenite. It has therefore been suggested that such

austenite particles are stabilized due Èo the localízed enrichment of

the parent phase by carbon and/or oEher alloying elements. It may be

mentioned that austenite retAined in dual phase steels is stable even at

temperarures as low as liquid Helium temperaEur"t"'t20 (-269"C). These

experimental observations supPort the conEention that the retention of

capsulated austenite particles at such 1o¡.r ÈemPeratures must be due to a

very hÍgh degree of enrichment of the austenite by carbon and/or other

alloying elements. It is however not understood as to how such a high

degree of enrichment can be achieved. Such suggestions therefore call

for Èhe microanalysis of the chemísCry of capsulated type of YR

par t ic1es.

Investigation of the chemistry of isolated type YR particles has

revealed considerable segregäcÍon of carbon and manganese22'43 'L2O .

Although these elements are known to stabilize austenite by depressing

the M" temperature, the level of enrichrnent is not suffÍcient to account
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for the suppression of lf" temperature even up to room temperatures (noc

to mentj-on the lÍquid heliun temperature) even Íf complete partitioning

of carbon and significant partitioning of manganese occurs. It musE be

noted Chat typical annealing times corresponding to whfch austenite is

retained in these steels are too short to allow such partitioning.

Obviously the retentíon of isolated type yR particles and most likely

even capsulaEed type yR particles cannot be solely attributed to

chemical stabilization. Hence other stabilization mechanisus namely

i) Mechaníca1 stabilizatÍon

iÍ) Thermal stabilízatíon

iii) Austenite particle size stabilizacion

will be considered to accounË for the high stability shown by the yR

par t icles .

It ís quite unlikely that mechanical stabilízation plays a signifi-

cant role. Such an ínference Ís based on the fo1lowíng arguments. For

mechanícal stabilizatÍon to be operatíve, ít ís necessary that the

parent austeniÈe latti-ce be deformed (figs. 7 and 8). Under such

condítions the shearlng of the lattice becomes lncreasi-ngly difficult

resulting Ín increased resistance to the growth of martensite crystals.

The growt,h of individual martensite laths which lnvolves the movement of

the austenite/martensíte interface is impeded by the presence of the

defects such as dislocations in the parent phase. In addftion to the

direct obstruction to the movement of the interface, there is also an

effect of carbon re-distributíon in the deformed austeníte. This

the M"-M, temperaturehappens at higher temperatures in

interstitial atoms segregaEe to

thereby increasing Èhe strength of

the dislocations in

the parent lattice.

range where the

the austenite

The resistance
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to shearing of the parent lattice is chus enhanced. Electron-microscope

studies of the substructure of both isolated and capsulated cype of

reEained åusEeníte particles have so far not revealed the presence of

any dislocaEion

would at least suggest that mechanical stabilízation is not playing a

significant role.

Therrnal stabílization, as described earlÍer, is caused by the

cessaEi-on of the movement of the austenite-martensite interface which is

considered to be a dislocation network. The cessatÍon is brought about

by the pinning action of the interstitials sucÏ¡ as carbon and nitrogen

atons. Such stabilizatj-on processes are normally detected by high

precision microanalysis (such as Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction

and Atom Probe analysis)64 of the austenite/martensite interface which

would detect a very high concentration of carbon or nitrogen at the

interface. For such a stabili.zation mechanism to be operational one of

the requirements is the presence of the martensite/austenÍte interface.

In the case of ísolated type yR particles such ínterfaces are absent,

hence it is very unlíke1y that thermal stabilization plays a role in

retaining these particles. In the case of capsulated t.ype particles,

such a mechanism can at best be regarded as only a possibility. Since

mÍcroanalysis data of the austenite/martensite inËerface is not

available.

network4'5'B-10 '22'38'LL2. The absence of such defects

The yR particles in dual phase st.eels

irrespective of their morphologies. Their size

fraction of a micron to about 2 micronszz'43.

austenite grains also affects the stabilÍty of

discussed ín section 2.4, it has been suggested

have a uníque

usually ranges

Since the síze

feature

from a

of

has

the

beenthis phase as

that the fine síze of
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these austenite particles also contributes to their retention at 1Íquid

helium temperatures 22 , I20

Therefore Ëhe observed stability of both capsulated as well as

isolated type of y* particles in dual phase steels has been attributed

Èo the j oint effects of austenite particle size stabilization and

cheruÍca1 stabilization.

Duríng post annealing cooling, Ëhe isolated type of y particles

undergo a reduction in size. It is due to Ëhe formation of pro-

eutectoi.d ferríte along the austenite / ferrite interface as the

cemperature drops within the s i y region of the Fe-C equilibrium

diugru*l21. Under such conditions it ls expected that the interface on

the austeníte side will be enriched by the carbon atoms whích are

rejected by the pro-eutectoid ferrite into the austenite in the immedi-

ate vicÍnity of the austenite-ferrite interface. Similar enrichment of

substitutíona1 alloying

sufficient

elements like manganese rvill be ínsignÍfícant

time for these elemenLs to diffuse through any

measurable distance in austeniteI22. Due to such enrichment, Ít is

expected that austenite v¡Í1l be retained in the form of a rim around the

martensite particle. However retained austeniËe of

due to lack of

not been observêd in any ínvestigation

chemical enrichment of austenite partÍcles

austenÍte/ferrite interface in the process

enough to cause their retention. However

the austenite partÍcles can cause its retention íf the austenite

so far.

through

of cooling is not

the reduction in

such morphology has

This suggest.s t.hat

t.he movement of the

significant

the size of

particle size

the cooling

austenite to

to sLart

rate is

transform

wíth, i.e. prior to cooling, is not large and/or

slow enough to allow a substanËial amount of

to ferrite at the austenite-ferrite interface35.
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Thus it is recognized that if the cooling rate is fast there wÍl1

be no effectÍve size reduction of isolated austenite particles and hence

very little chance of t.heir retention. The bulk of the austenite

retaíned under fast cooling conditlons can therefore be related to the

presence of capsulated type of y* parti-c1""35. On the oEher hand the

isolated type of Y* particles will constÍtute the bulk of YR content in

the case of slow cooled specimens and thus may be explained as follows.

l.lÍth a decrease in the cooling rate from the intercritical temperature,

the average size of the isolaEed yR particles at temperatures just above

M is reduced since the ferrite/austenite interface will move through a
S

greater dÍstance. As a result, more of the isolated austenite particles

r¿ill experience the effects of sÍze stabilization. Therefore, it is

suggested Ëhat any increase in the volume fraction of YR in slor.s cooled

specimens over that of fast cooled one will be caused by the increase in

the volurne fraction of isolated.type of YR particles.

Although the observed stability of y* particles is considered to be

due to the joÍnt effects of chemical and austenit,e partÍcle size

stabilization, it has been shor¿n in Appendix I that at least ín the case

of isolated yR particles, the effect of size stabili.zation has an

overrÍding influencei. In t.he case of capsulaÈed type of YR parËicles,

however it is not possíble to evaluace Èhe relative influence of each of

these stabilÍzatlon mechanisms due to the non avaÍlability of any

quantitative data on their chemistry.

Thus it is concluded that in order to Íncrease the amount of

ausEenite that. can be retained in dual phase steels, ít is desirable to

choose conditions that r,ri11 yield large ämounts of fine austenite

transfor¡nation during subsequentparticles not capable of undergoing

ì.:

]':

:,
:.1

il
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coolíng. For identÍfying such

formation will now be considered

conditions some aspects of austenite

in the following subsection

3.2 Some Basic Features of Austenite Formation During I.C. Annealing

of Dual Phase Sreel

Austenite formation is a nucleation and growEh type of reaction

process and the reduction in the average si-ze of austeniËe particles is

brought about by

i) ÍncreasÍng the nucleation rate of austenite and/or

íi) inhibíting the growth of the nucleated austenite

This is due to the fact that the size of the product phase in such type

of reactions is a functíon of Íts nucleation and growth kinetícs.

It is well known that the basic pre-requisite for the formation of

austenite is the presence of readily available sources of carbon supply
1aa

in the form of carbide particles"'. Also it has been observed that

when carbide particles are present at ferri-te graÍn boundaries, the

nucleation rate is increased very significantLyl24. This is attributed

to the creation of tríple junctions in the vicinity of the carbide/grain

boundary interface as shor¿n in Fig. 18, which results in the lowering of

the interfacial energy term 1n the equation given below.

AG. =-vaG +An+v^c -AG^I25 (3.t¡-hetvsU

where AG, - is the free energy change associated with the
het

heterogeneous nucleation of austenite

^G 
is the change in the volurne free energy per unit

v

volume of austenite formed

¡ is the surface free energy per unit area of the

interface created by the austenite that is formed.
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is the total surface area of the interfaces created

by the austenite

is the change in the misfit strain energy per unit

volume of the austenite formed

is the change in the free energy as a result of the

eli¡oination of a defect

is the volume of the austenite formed

observations of the microstructure of

a11oy

nuclea tes at
126

pos i t ions

a) ferrite/pearlite interface

b) pearlite/pearlÍte interface

c) ferríte/ferrite interface

In víew of the above discussÍon, it is desirable that the startj-ng

microstructure satisfy the following conditions so that more austenite

can be retained in the process of I.C. annealing.

l) A large number of potential sites for austenite nucleation as

staced earlier ín this section, be present

2) It must have microstructural features that will inhibit the

growth of the nucleated austenite particles.

It has been suggested recentlyI2T'L28 that the groltth of austenite

particles during I.C. annealing is significantly restrícted by the

presence of rrrartensite lath boundaries (MLB). A starting microstructure

consisting of marËensite or more preferably tempered martensite seems to

satisfy the above conditíons because both these structures will provide

numerous carbide particles which in turn will create triple junctions ín

steel indicate that austenite

particles situated at one of

I.C. annealed

preferentially

the foIlowíngca rbÍde
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conjunction with the lath boundaries. Therefore a starting micro-

sLructure of martensite and tempered martensite vras chosen for the

present study. The conventional ferrite + pearllte starEing structure

hras also considered to investigate the effects of srarting mj-cro-

structure on austenite retention. Since annealing paraneters such as

time and temperature of annealing Ínfluence the kinetics of austenite

formation, their effects on austenite retention \.ras also studied.

Triple Junction

Corbide

Triple Junction

Groin Boundory

Highly nagnified schematic view of the microstructural
site at which austenÍte nucleates perferentially.

Figure l8
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CIIAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A commercÍa1 grade line pipe steel (composition

4) supplied by the Interprovincial Steel and Pipe

as a given in Table

Regina, Canada was used for this study. As received

the plate is shown in fÍgure 19.

Corporation Ltd.,

microstructure of

ComposÍt ion

Carbon

TABLE 4

Ín Weight Percent

0.07r

I .63

0.tl
0. 34

0.07

0. 06

0.024

0. 038

0.010

0.0r8
0.0 r2

Manganese

S ilicon
Copper

Nickel
Chro¡nium

Níobíum

Molybdenuo

Tin
Sulphur

Phosphorus

4.I llaterial Processing

The as received 1I.5 mm thick plates were hot rolled to a thickness

of 6 mm at 800'C in eight passes of equal reduction. Intermediate

annealing between passes r,,ras carried out at 900'C for 6 minutes.

4.2 Heat Treatment to 0btain Various Microstructures

Various steps involved in the processing of

dífferent starting mícrostructures are indicated

sheet.

the plates to obtain

in the following flow
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llot rol lc<l pl:ttc

Ausrcnisccl ar 940"c/I hr
^usrcniscd 

at 9'10'C/12 hrs

Itta tcr qucnc hcd lìr¡rnacc cooled

Âs <lucnchcd microstrucrure (Q) Fcrritc * f'e:trlitc microstructure (F+P)

Tcrn¡lcrcd a t
400'C/30 mts

1'cm¡rcretl merccnsit ic (Q'l')

nì i c ro st ruc turc

x 1000

Figure l9 Ilicrograph of che l-ine pipe steel in ',as received'
condirion shown pearlire (dark) and ferrice (Lighr)
phases. Notc clìar pearlite besides being in the form of
large grains arso ap¡re¡ìr at ferritc grain bou'tlari-es. [2y"
I'iic¿rL etched ] .
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One set of the hot rolled plates r./as austenitized at 940'C for one

hour fo1loç¡ed by water quenching to obtain the as quenched starting

structure (a). The other set of hot rolled plates was austenitized at

940"C for 12 hours and then slow cooled in the furnace to produce the

conventÍona1 ferrite and pearlÍte (f'+p) starting. These plates were

held aE the austenitizing temperature to ¡oinimíze banding in the

starting mícrostructure. Tempered (QT) microstructure vlas produced by

tempering the tensile samples machined from some of the as quenched

plates. The heat-treatment consisted of holding Ëhese samples at 400'C

for 30 mínutes ín a argon atmosphere to avoid decarburization.

4.3. Tensile Samples

These samples were machíned prior to the I.C

to avoid

after the

the possibÍlity of DIMT of any

heat treatment. The machíned

. annealíng treatment

that may be retained

had a thickness of 3

5 mm.

aus teni t e

speclmens

width of 4"ûrm, gauge length of. L2.7 mm and a gauge

4.4 Intercritical Annealine

The heat treatments of the tensile samples wíth Q' QT and F+P

starting structures qrere carried out in a salt bath furnace. Tempera-

tures chosen for annealing in Ëhe o + y region of the Fe-C equilibriuur

diagram were 732"c, 762"c, 792"C and 818'C. A, and A, temperatures of

129
the steel as calculated by using the appropriate relation--- were 720oC

and 864'C respectively. Post annealing cooling was done in still air

(approximately at the raÈe of 5'C/second). A fer¡ samples were quenched

1n an oil barh at 50'C from 752"C and 8lB'C. Samples wíth QT starting
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structure r¡/ere annealed f or 1, 2 and 3 mÍnutes at various annealing

temperatures. Samples with other starÈj-ng microstructures were annealed

for 3 minutes only at various temperatures. Short holdÍng times were

chosen to avoid significant growth of the nucleated austeniËe.

4.5 Measurement of Retained Austenite Volume Fraction

The volume fraction of this phase r{7as measured by x-ray diffraction
130, details of rvhÍch are described in Appendix 2. Sínce the ausËenite

retaíned after such I.C. annealing Ereatment ís in the foru of fine

partici-es (their diameters rangíng from submicrons to a couple of

microns) it r.,ras felt thåt x-ray analysis would give the most accurate

results.

The technique consisted of finding the ratio of the areas under one

austenite and one ferrite peak. Thís ratío is then multiplied to Ehe

i.nverse ratlo of the respective theoretical relative intensity factors.

The tests involved irradiating the gauge portion of each tensile

sample in Ehe diffractometer with the help of a specially designed

holder. A schemati-c descriptíon of the set up is shov¡n in figure 20.

Using copper radiation and a scannÍng speed of 0.6' 2Q/minute, each

sample was scanned nine times. The mean of the volume fraction of yR

obtained against each of these nÍne readings l¡ras consídered as the

actual volume fraction of yR for any one condition.

Since the YR phase tends to transform to martensite at the

slightest deformatlon, the heat treated samples after being polished

mechanically up to 0. 05 ¡r level , r^¡ere poli,shed chemically. This v/as

done by immersing the samples in a solution consisting of a mixture B0

¡n.0 H^0^ (30"/"), lB nL distílled !üater and 5 mL HF (52"Á)I3l .¿z
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IRRADIATED AREA

TENSILE SAMPLE
PLASTIC HOLDER

(a)

f -ßA{

ArtlTP

,l
5

(b)

Schematic view of, (a) the tensile sample mounEed in the
specially designed plasÈic holder and (b) Ehe rensi.Ie
specimen with the holder in the diffracEometer camera.

Figure 20
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The equipment used

Poneder Diffractometer

University of Manítoba.

for the analysis was a Philips-1710 Automatic

unit of the Earth Science DepartmenÈ of the

4.6 Mechanical Tests

Linited tensile tests r¡rere carried out to determine the ease wlth

in the samples would transform to martensite when

loading. The tests involved straining the samples

and 5% (Engg strain) in steps at a strain rate of 6

which the YR Phase

Ëo tensilesubj ec ced

in steps up to 1, 3

x I0 -3 -1 BeEween consecutive steps the YR volume fractíon vrassec

measured.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS

5. I Starting Microstructures

Figs. 2I to 23 show the three dífferent starting microscructures

(Q'QT and F+P) obtained as a result of the varj.ous heat treatments given

to the hot rolled places. Q starting structure (Fig. 2L) consists of

fine martensite laths with small amounts of pro-eutectoid ferrite. The

presence of fine carbide partíc1es within the martensíte packets as well

as at the lath boundaries due Eo the tempering of the as quenched plates

is evident in the QT starting structures (Fig. 22). F+P srarting

structure (Fig. 23) consists of rarge ferrite and pearlíÈe grains. The

grains are coarse due to annealing at relatively high temperatures

(940'C) and long holding time (12 hrs.).

5.2 Retention of Austenite

Austenite retention in thís type of steels, as atated Ín section 3,

is expected to be influenced by various annealing paraueters such as

time and temperature of annealíng, cooling rates and starting micro-

strucEure. Experimental results on the effect of these variables on

austenite retentíon are presented in the following sectíons.

5.2.L Effect of Various Starting Microstruct.ures. The effect of

starting microstructure on the austeníte relention for samples annealed

at various temperatures fol-lowed by aír cooling is shovm in fÍgure 24.

It is seen that tempered martensitic (QT) startÍng microstructure allows

Ehe retentlon of more austenite for all annealing Eemperatures, as
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x 1000

Figure 2I. Micrograph of as quenched (a) starting structure. The
white patches represenE pro-eutectoid ferrite Ietched
wj-lh 2"/" nitall.

x 1000

MÍcrograph of quenched and tempered(QT) starting
struccure. The fine partícles represent the carbide
precipitated within the martensite packets at the lath
boundaries as a result of the tempering treacment Ietched
wir.h 2"/" Nitall.

Fígure 22.
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V.r"

x i000

Figure 23 Micrograph of ferrite and pearlite (f'+p) starting micro-
structure. Pearlite (dark) grains are visible in a

matrix of ferrite (grey) grairrs. IEtched rvith 2% Nital] '

compared to the other two starEing structures. The conventional

ferrite-pearlite (f'+p) star¡j.ng structure yields the least amount of YR

an annealing at any temperature within the temPerature ranges studied.

The marte¡rsitlc (a) starting structure allows retention of slightly

irigher amounts of yR than those obtaíned by using (f+p) starting

s tructure.

Typical micrographs of air cooled samples of three different

starting microstrucEures afËer annealing at 792"C for 3 minutes are

shown ín Fígs. 25 to 27. Fig. 25 shows that most of the austeníte

formed during I.C. annealing of sarnples l¡ith F+P starting microstructure

is nucleated at ferríte/ferrite and ferrite/pearlite boundaríes as

mentíoned in section 3.2. That some aust.enite has also nucleated r./ithin

the ferriEe grains is also evident in this figure. The general

morphology of the austenite particles forrned with a and QT starting
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s l-ructures are quite similar as can be seen in Figs. 26 and 27. The

particles formed during intercritical annealing are mostlyaus tení te

acÍcular

both the

in shape, although some equiaxed particles are also present in

microstructures. A closer examinaËion of these two figures

shows that the average síze of the austenite particles is larger

starting structure compared to that for Q sEarting structure.

for QT
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þ

xl 000

Figure 25. MÍ-crograph of aÍr cooled sample with (F+P) starting
strucÈure after annealing at 792"C for 3 minutes.
Austenite formation at grain boundaries (narked t) is
evident. 0ccasional cases of austenÍËe formation within
the grains (marked 2) are also vísible [2% Nital etched].

x1000

Micrograph of aír cooled sample with Q sEarting structure
after annealing aÈ 792"C for 3 minutes. AustenÍte,
retained as welf as trausformed are in the form of
acicular and equiaxed particles in a matrix of ferrite
[22 Nital etched],

Figure 26.
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5.2.2 Effect of AnnealinR Temperature. The plots in Fig. 24 also

índicate that for F+P and QT starting structures' the volume fractíon of

y* Íncreases with increasíng annealing temperature up to 792"C. l-urther

rise in the annealÍng temperature brings about a rapid decrease in the

volume fraction of this phase. However in the case of Q sËartíng

mÍcrostructures, the amount of austenite retained íncreases continuously

within the observed range of annealing temperatures.

x1000

l"licrograph of air cooled sarnple with QT starting
structure af ter anrrealing at 792"C f or 3 mínutes.
Austenite retained as well as transformed are in the form
of acicular and equiaxed Particles in a matrix of
ferrÍte. Note that the average sj-ze of these particles
is larger Èhan Ehose in Figure 26. t27. Nital Etchedl

Figure 27.



5 2.3 Effect of Annealing Time.

volume fraction for samPles with

and F+P srarting structures for

the effect of annealing time on

various annealing temperatures
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As can be seen from FÍg. 24, the YR

QT starting is higher than that with Q

all annealing Èemperatures. Therefore

ausËenit.e retention \./as investigated at

using samples with this starting

5
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samples with QT starting microstructure.
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(between I and 3 minutes) at 732"C, 792"C and 8lB'C. As can be seen

from Ehis figure, the volume fracEÍon yR for the sample annealed at

818"C increases with increasing annealing time up to 2 minutes beyond

which Ít decreases. Also the annealíng time for which maximum amounts

of austenice is retained appears Eo vary with the anneal-ing temperature

in the following nanner.

2 mínutes at 818"C

> 3 minutes at 792"C

>> 3 minutes at 8lB"C

5.2.4 Effect of PosË Annealing Coolins Rates

No measurable amounts of yR vrere retained when sarnples with

starting microstructures as shor"¡n in FÍgs. 2L to 23 were quenched Ín oil

or rrraEer after intercritical annealing for 3 minutes at various

annealíng temperatures considered in this study. This is unlike the

case of air cool.ed samples, results of which are shown in Fig.24.

5.3 Stabilitv of Retained AusËenite Against Deformation Induced

Martensitic Transformation

The stability of yR, in additíon to its volume fraction, is knovm

to Ïtave significant influence on the strength-ductility combination of

dual phase steels42. It is therefore desirable Eo evaluate the

stability of this phase obtained by intercritically annealing samples

vtith different starting structures under various annealing conditíons.

As has been observed during in sifu strainÍng of thin foils of

intercritically annealed dual phase steel samples ín TEM, the stability
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43 (the smaller the size of YRof YR is relat.ed to its partic-Ie size

particles, the higher the strain required to transform it).

Siltce the size of yR particles that are retained in sarnples with

various starÈi-ng structures after intercritically annealing them under

dÍfferent annealíng conditions is expected co be vary, i.n síze, the

stability of yn in different samples ls therefore also expected to be

different. Measuremerit of Yn volume fracËion in these samples after

sCraining to various strain Ievels may Èherefore provide an indirect

informatíon abouE the particle size of YR

5.3. i Effect of Scart Structure on the l"fechanical Stabilít of

Fíg. 29 shows the untransformed volume fraction of YR (normalÍzed to 1)

as a function of applied strain for samples with all the three different

starting structures which r,rere annealed at 792'C for 3 ruinutes and air

cooled. The following observations may be made from this figure.

I) In Ëhe sample wíth (F+P) starting structure, Y * to martensite

transformation started immediately after straining and the

rate of transformatÍon is so rapid that all the Y* transforms

Ëo martensite up to 5% applied strain.

2) The rate of transformation ofy R to martensíte ín the sample

with QT starting structure is slower than Ín the sample wíth

(F+P) starting structure.

3) In the sample v¡íth a starting structure, initially (up to

about 3"Á strain) there is hardly any transformaEion of YR to

martensite. However, after 3"/" strain, YR starts transformÍng

to martensite.
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The above observaEions suggest that stability of YR

Q and QT starting structures is much higher tiran that

(F+P) starting structure.

ín samples with

of sarnples with

r00

\
Starting struct.ure

Q ---+---
QT ---e---
F+P .-.-x-.-

\

80

b

60

40 'o..

X-
20

X

0

0 2 3 4 -1
Engineering Strain (?) .

Volume fraction of austenÍte retai¡red as a functiorr of
tensile strain 1n aír cooled samples with various
starting microstructures annealed at 792"C for t-he same

length of tíme.

Fígure 29.
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5.3.2 Effect of Annealing Temperature and Time on the }lechanical

Stability of yR

In view of the fact that the samples with QT structure resulted in

higher volume fraction of yR by annealíng under different conditions,

the study of the effect of annealing cemperature and Eine on the

mechanical stabilÍty of yR vras limited to samples wfth qT starting

structure on1y.

Figs. 30 and 3f show the volume fraction of untransformed

(normalized to I) y* as a function of applied strain for samples with QT

starËing- .structure v¡hích were annealed at dlfferent temperatures for a

fixed time (Fíg.30) and annealed at a fixed temperature for varying

times (Fig. 3l) respectively and subsequently cooled ín air. The

following observations may be made from these fígures:

I) The rate of transformatíon ofy R to martensite in the sample

whích is annealed aË 792"C is much faster than that in the

sample which is annealed at 732oC (Fig. 30).

2) The rate of transformation ofy R to martensite in the sample

which ís annealed at 792"C for 3 mÍnutes is faster than that

in the sample which is annealed at 7g2"C fot 2 minutes.

The above observations indicate thaE Ëhe stability of YR against

deformation induced'martensitic transformation is increased by lowering'

either the annealing temperature or annealing time while the otÌrer

annealing parameters remain constant.
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CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION

The results presented in the last chapter on the observed variation

in the volume fractíon of retained austenite as a function of starting

microstructure and annealing conditi-ons will noll be explained in the

light of various austenite retention mechanisms and kinetics of

reaustenizaEion as discussed earlier. It has been pointed out in

Chapter 3 that isolated type of y* is most commonly observed ín inter-

critícally annealed dual phase steels which are slor¿ cooled, whereas

capsulated type or some inEer lath type of austenite ís observed in

rather rapídly cooled dual phase steels. In the present study,

measurable amounts of YR (using x-ray diffraction techniques) vtere

obCaj-ned only in air cooled samples. Therefore it is expected that the

majority of yR partícles,in the annealed samples are of Ëhe isolated

type. The stabílization mechanism of the isolated type of Y* has been

attributed mainly to the síze stabí1ízation effect. The austenite

particles which may have grown during annealing at intertrícritical

temperatures undergo some shrinkage during cooling. The extent of

austenite shrínkage increases with decreasing cooling rates. LIíth a

decrease in the cooling rate, the reduction in the síze of austeníte

particles Ís brought above by the movement of the ferrite/austenite

j-¡rterface over relatively larger distances caused by Ëhe formation of

higher volumes of proeutectoid ferrite, leaving ísolated austenite

pirrticles (at temperatures just }fu) which are prone to retention. SÍze

stabilization effect provides an imporËant rationale to explain the
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volume fraction with starting microstructure

discussed in the followíng sections

6.1 Effect of VarÍous S t.art ins Mlcros tructures

The differences i-n the amounts of austenite retained in samples

with different starting structures (Q,QT and F+P) after annealing at

various temperatures in the tvro phase regimes (a + Y regíon) of the Fe-C

equilibrium diagram are urainly due to the presence of differenË kinds of

interfaces present in these structures. These interfaces effect the

nucleation and growth of austenite during intercritical annealing in

dÍfferent manners for steels with different starEing structures. As

mentioned earlier (Chapter 3), the martensíte lath boundaries (MLB) have

a significanc influence ín restrictíng the growth of austenite particles

that are nucleated at the carbide/MLB interface during annealing'

Therefore, it is expected that the austenite formed in saurples with

starting structures containing MLB (for example in samples with Q and

QT structures) is more prone to retentíon than in samples without MLB

(such as samples with F+P structures). As shor¡n in Fig. 24 (Chapter 5),

the volume fractj-on of YR is highest in samples wíth QT starting

structure and lowest for samples wÍth F+P starting structure' For

samples with Q startíng structure' the volume of YR is intermediate

betl¡eerr those of QT and F+P starEing structures. The fact that MLB does

restrict t.he growth of nucleated austenite ín Q and QT structures making

itmorepronetoret'entionduringcoolingcomparedtothatínF+P

structure, âs observed from Fig. 24, can be further supported by

considering the following argument'



The austenite nucleation raEe (N) can be consídered

tional to the densícy of the potential nucleatÍon sires (

the total number of readily available carbide particles

to

s.
T)ö
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be propor-

where S is

gÍven volume of the steel. A is the total interfacial area

present in a

(gÍving rÍse

to trfple junctions) within the same volume of the steel

Thus the nucleatÍon rate for the t$/o different starting micro

structures can be wrÍtten as

S
F+P

N G
F+P oF*P

(for F+P starting structure)

(for Q starting structure)

Here OQ >>

structure is considerably smaller than any of the ferríte or pearlite

grains in the F+P starting structure as can be seen from Figs. 2l and

23. Also SO.. SF*p, because the F+P starting structure was obtained by

a slow cooling plocess enabling a sígníficantly larger number of

carbides to precipitate, unlike the case of Q starting structure which

qras obtaíned by rapid cooling from the austenitizíng temperatures.

Therefore, the austenite nucleation rate in (F+P) starting sËructure

wíll be higher than in Q startíng structure (i."., NF*p t *Q)

If Ëhe growth kÍnetícs of the nucleated austenice for the t\^7o

different starting structures are identical, the average size of the

austenite particles formed with F+P starting scructure will be smaller

than those obtaj-ned from Q starting structure. Under such conditions,

and c"o
CJ

oQ
tQ
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that F+P starting microstructure will permit retention ofít is expected

more austeníEe

observatÍons made

fraction v forrR

s tructure) .

as conpared to the Q starting strucEure. However, the

, the volume

Ehat for F+P

from Fig. 24 indicate the opposite (Í.e

thansamples with a structure Ís higher

This can happen only if

ðo*, tt ðQ

where ðF*p "rd ôO or, the growth rates of austenite Ín samples with

F+P and Q startj-ng structures' respectively.

ôa*, in fact is expected to be higher than ðO since there are no

martensíte lath boundaries present in the F+P startíng strucËure which

may inhíbít the growth of austeníte nucleated in sample wíth this

starting structure.

Also ir is observed in Fig. 29, that the stability of the y* Phase'

is superior in samples with Q startíng structures than in samples with

F+P starting sEructures. As ít is quite well establíshed that the

stability of yR against disformatíon induced transformaEion to

martensite is enhancecl with the decrease in the particle slze of this

phase, the results of this test therefore corroborate the conclusion

that austeniie growth rate in samples with F+P starting structure l-s

higher than that in samples with Q starting structure.

llígher amounts of yR obtained in samples with QT starting structure

compared to that obtained in samples v/tih Q starting sËructure can be

explained as follows: Specimens v/ith Q starting structure, when heated

to the desired annealing temperature, undergo a vely rapid tempering

process during whÍch carbide particles precipiCate at the martensite

lath boundarie"l'8. Thís structure then becomes similar to the QT
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junctions of these carbides
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the austenite is nucleated at the triple

and martensíte lath boundaries as explained

although rapld' consumes a part of the

effective holding time for samples with a

in Chapter 3.

annealing time

This step,

Thus the

starting structure is smaller than that for samples with QT starCÍng

structure despite the fact that samples wlth both these starting

structures ü/ere annealed for the same length of time (3 mtnutes). The

shorter holding time (effective) Ëherefore results ín the formation of

smaller amounts of austenite in samples wiÈh Q starting structure which

ín turn allows the retentíon of smaller amounts of YR as compared to QT

starting structure. The differences in the retention behaviour of

austenite for samples v¡ith Q and QT structures reflect the significance

of annealing time as a controlling parameter during intercritÍcal

annealing of dual phase steels. This aspect will be further discussed

in a later section

In conclusion, it may be stated that in order to retain higher

volume fractions of austenite, it is desÍrable Eo have a starting

structure which has a hígh density of potential austenite nucleation

sites in conjunct.ion with a large number of structural barriers like

martensite lath boundaries to inhibit the growth of austenite nucleated

during annealing.

6.2 Effect of Annealíns Temperature

As seen from Fig. 29 (Chapter 5), the general trend of the profiles

of yR versus annealing temPerature curves \l¡as very similar for F+P ancl

QT structures. For samples wÍth both these starting structures' the y*

volume fraction irtcreased with irrcreasing annealing temperaEure up Co
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of yR decreased by annealing beyond this temperature.

starting structure, the YO volume fraction increased

792"C. The amount

For samples with

wÍth increasing

studied in t.his

annealing temperature in

work. As mentloned earlíer,

range of temperatures

formation of austenite

a nucleation and growth

the

the

during Ehe int,ercritical annealíng of steels is

process that is influenced by the starting structure. For samples with

QT and F+P structure, more and more austenite particles nucleate wilh

increasing temperaEure up to 792"C (for a constant annealing time of 3

mins.) without undergoing any significant growËh as schematically shor¡n

in l'ig. 32 (a to c) for temperatures up co T3. These nucleated

austenite particles, being very small, are prone to retentÍon duríng

cooling and as such are retained in increasing amounts with increasing

temperatures v/hereas those austenite particles which may have grown are

transformed. However, at temperatures above 792"C once the austenite

particle ís nucleated, significant growth of the particle takes place.

As a result, by annealing above 792"C the bulk of the total austenite

volume at the end of 3 minutes holding time consists of partícles that

have undergone significant growth FÍgs. 32 (a to f). Therefore,

although the total volume of austenite formed increases wíth increasing

temperature, the âmount of austenite retaÍned decreases since the number

of smaller austenite particles that are prone Eo reËenËion decreases.

Thus it appears that the kinetics of austeníte formaÈ1on during

reaustenization in samples wíth QT and (F+P) starting strucËure is

mainly controlled by nucleation of austenite between A, temperature and

7g2"C and by growtli of austeníte betwe en 792oC and A, temPerature. For

Q starting structure, however, it appears that the kinetics are mainly

governed by the nucl,eation of auste¡rite within the range of temperatures

studied in this work.
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To verÍfy the rationale presented above, samples with QT starting

structures whích \.rere annealed for 3 minutes at 732"C and 792"C rtere

strained to various strain levels to determine the stability of YR in

the respective samples against deformation j-nduced transformation.

Figs. 27 and 33 represent the microstructure of samples subjected to

these t$ro anneaJ.ing treatments. It is observed from these micrographs

that the average slze of the second phase particles Ís smaller in the

sample annealed at 732"C. This suggests that the Y* Particles retained

Figure 33. Micrograph of air cooled sample with QT starting
structure annealed at 792'C for 3 minutes. Austenite
retained as well as trausformed are in the form of
acj_cular and equiaxed particles in a matrix of ferríte.
Note that these particles are significanEly fiuer Ehan

those in Fígure 30.
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an annealing at 732"C is finer than those retained after annealing

792"C. As shourì in Fig.30, Ytt obcai-ned after annealÍng ât 792"C

transformed with relative ease as compared to that obtained after

.'annealing aE 732"C. SÍnce the annealing time used is rather short (3

mÍnutes), the variation 1n the chemistry of the austenite formed at

these t\./o temperatures is not expected to be slgnif icant. It also

suggests Ehat the mean size of the austenite particles retained on

cooling from Èhe hígher temperaEure is larger as comPared to those

retained after annealing at 732"C. The results in Figs. 24 and 30

indicate that despite the íncrease in the average size of the austenite

particles as the annealirrg temperature is raised up to 792"C, there is

arì increase in the volume of austenite that is retained. This

corroborates the suggestion that between A, temperature and 792"C the

austenite nucleation kinetics has an overriding influeuce over its

growth kínetics during .the process of austenite formation. Therefore

[he change in the trend of austenÍte retention wÍch the ríse in the

annealing temperatures beyond 792"C represents a reversal in the basic

characteristics of austenite formation ttrat prevall between At

temperatures and 792"C.

6.3 Effect of Anneal Ti-me

The effect of annealing time on the retention of austenite as

stated in sectíon 5.2.4 vùas studíed on samples r¿ith QT starting

structures. Fig. 28 shows that for any annealing temperature' there ís

an increase Ín the amount of austenite retained withincrease in the

annealing time up to a certain level. Beyond thís time' there is a

gra{ual decrease in the volume of austenite retained with the íncrease
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in time. This trend is also indicative of the fact that austenite

forroatÍon as a function of holding tÍme Ís dominated by the austenite

nucleatíon kinetics up to a certain time linrj"t. The domination of tlre

nucleatj-on kínetics gradually dininishes with increasing time givÍng

rise to a situatlon in which the growth kinetics starts dominating the

reaction process. In other !üords the effect of annealÍng time, on

austenite retention is analogous Ëo that of annealing Eemperature.

Fig. 3t indicates that the average size of the YR particles

obtained after annealing for 2 minutes is fíner than those obtained

after annealing for 3 minutes. Despite the coarsening of the austenite

partícles that are formed during annealing with lncreasing holding time,

there is an increase in the amount of austenite Ëhat is retained (Fig'

28). These observations suggest that the conclusions made earlier about

the exÍstence of an initial time regime ín which the effect of

nucleation kínetics overrídes that of growth kinetics, ís correct.

Another noticeable feature ín Fig. 28 is that the time for the

maximum austenite retention increases v¡íth decrease ín the annealing

temperature. This can be attributed to the consumption of the possible

nucleation sit.es over Shorter time intervals and consequently an

increasingly early onset of Che gro\.tËh process, âs the annealing

temperature ís raised.

Thus it ís concluded thaE for teropered martensitic starting

structure there exists a critical combÍnation of annealing time and

tenrperature corresponding to which maximum austenite can be retained in

this steel.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

For the steel studied the following conclusÍons can be drawn from

the results.

i) The process of austenite formation durlng Íntercrltical annealing

is controlled by the austenite nucleation kinetics up to a certain

temperature. Above Ëhis ternperature, the reaction is controlled by

the growËh kinetics of austenite. This is true for startíng

microstructures consisting of ferrite + pearlite, and tempered

martensite.

ii) For the tempered mart.ensite starting mícrostructure, austeníte

formation at any intercritical annealing temPerature is domínated

bythenucleatíonkineticsuptoacertaintime.AtgreaterLimes

the growth kinetics. domínate the reaction'

iií) Compared to the conventional ferrite + pearlite startíng micro-

Structure, the quenched and tempered starCing microstructure

results in the retention of signifícantly larger amounts of y* for

a gÍven set of annealing condítions'

iv) The austenÍte retained on intercritical annealing of sanples wiËh

tempered martensitic starting structure has superior stability

against deformation induced transformatíon as compared to that

obtainedbyincriticalannealingofsampleswithconventional

ferrite and pearlíte starting structure'
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APPENDIX I

i. ConEributions of Chemical and Austenice Particle Si-ze StabilízaEion

Effects in Retaini.ng Austenite in I.C. Annealed Dual Phase Steels

Figure 34 gíves an ldea about the

that can take place ín the austenite

during int-ercritical annealing.

extent of manganese segregation

of a typical dual phase steel

The M" LemperaËure of the steel with the composition mentioned in

the figure, is given by the following empÍrical tulrtio.r132.

M = 539 - 423C - 20.4 Mn - 17.7 Ni - Lz.l Cr - 7.5 Lfo = 468.02"C
S

For the sake of simplicity, consíder that the concentratíon of

manganese segregated after holding at 740"C for 60 minutes is 2 wt'7"

although the nomirral concentratÍon is lower. Under such conditions the

concentration of carbon needed to bring the M" temperature down to room

cemperature (i.e. 20"c) .would be

20=539-423C-20.4x3

or wt/%c =1.08

Thís concentration of carbon is even beyond the level that can be

achieved through complete partitioning ('r, 0.7 wt%) ínto the austeníte at

740"C, which Ís very unlikely to occur. Even 1f complete partitioning

happens to take place after holding for 60 minutesr !1" temperature will

be l8l.7oC.

Austenite retained in dual phase steels has been observed to remain

untransformed dornm to -269"C. The effect of austenite particle size

therefore accounts for the suppression of Ot" through an additional

(181.7'C + 269"C) = 450.7oC. This clearly indicates that the

suppressÍon obtained due to the austenite particle size effect (450'C)
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is more than that obtained due to the effect

(whÍch is 468.02-181.7 = 286.32"C).

It should be menEioned however, that

of chemical stabilizaticln

generally found Eo contain

to 5 ruinutes) at annealJ-ng

and carbon concentration in

y* when subjecced to

dual phase steels are

short holdings35'l2o (l

temperatures. Although data for manganese

are not available,Y* under such conditions

it is very 1íkely the segregat.ion of these tr,Io elements v¡i11 not be

significant. Thus, of Ëhe two stabilization mechanisms that contribute

to Ehe retention of austenite ín these steels, the stabilization due to

austenite particle size effect is more potent in suppressing the lf

3
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DISTANCE. A
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Manganese concentration of ferrite and austenite phases
in 0.6C - I.5 Mn steel after I h at 740"C as determined
by scap4rjng transmj-ssion elecEron microscope
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Figure 34
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APPENDIX II

PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES FOR RETAINED AUSTENITE MEASUREMENT I}Y

X_RAY DIFFRACTION

Theoretical Considerations and Basic Equations

I.lhen a crystalline substance is irradict.ed by x-rays it produces a

characteristic diffraction pattern which is determined by Èhe crystal

structure of all phases present with the "llb"t"rr..133.

Quantitative determínation of the relative volume fractions of

martensite and austeníte can be made from x-ray diffraction charts

because the x-ray intensity diffracted from each phase is proportional

to the volume fraction of that phase. FurEhernore if the phase contains

a completely random arïangement of crystals and is of infinite

thickness, so that x-rays do not pass through the sample the diffracted

Íntensíty from any single (hk1) plane within that phase is also

proportional to the volume fractíon of Chat phase. Thus on random

specimens measurements of the integrated intensity of just one austenite

and one ¡¡artensite (hkl) line will accurately establish the volume

fraction of each ph""u130. If however preferred orientation or texture

is present wfthin the specimen, intensiÈy neasurement may have to be

made on at least four austenite and martensite linesr each to províde an

accurate result by averaging. Since thís study did not involve the use

of specimens containíng texture or preferred orienÈation of any relevant

phase, this appendix will refer to randomly oriented grains unless

specified.

The integrated intensíCy of a particular (hkl) reflection in the 0

or y phase can be exPressed as:



BO

I
G

\rhere I

hkl

hkr.

_4le
=(--)¿^+

ML
,*¡ i tlrr I p ree-t"lo( u) (v*) (a)

c integrated intensity per unit length of diffraction line

(hkl) of the phase (ø-phase ín this case)

intensity of the incident beam

charge and mass of the electron

radius of the diffractometer

velocity of 1íght

wavelength of incident radiation

cross-sectional area of the incident beam

volume of the unit cel1. l- a"ftrr"s the number of cells

diffracting in the sPecimen

= structure fact.or times its cornplex conjugate

= multíplicity factor of the (hkl) reflectíon

I
o

êr lll =

r

c

À

A

V

lrn I

p

(t*cos22e) for normalL.P Lorentz-polarization factor =
2Sin 0Cos 0

2 2
l+Cos 24. Cos 2A)

diffractometric analysis, but becomes
2 2

Sín 0Cos0 ( l+Cos 2a)

-2r"Í

when a monochrometer ís used, 2o is the diffraction angle

of the monochrometer crYstal

Debye-I,laller or temperature factor

absorption factor. It is a function of 0 and enters ín

I," d where U is the linear absorption co-effÍcient of

the material for the specific x*ray radiation used

angle of diffraction

volume fraction of the cr-Phase

e

A(0)

0

V
G
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Equation (a) can be sirnplified as follows:

hkt k. Rhklv.
G (b)I
2v

I 4

(^'o )
3Ztrr

where e

k (å^4)
ML

(c)

and *lul = ! rlrnl p lru-2M1 (d)
ov

Thus k is a constant dependent only on selection of instrument geometry

and radiation (i.e. lravelength) but completely independent of the nature

of the specimen. R is a factor r+hich depends on hkl, 0 and the crystal

structure and composition of the specimen or phase being measured' R

ca¡ be calculated from basic principles, as will be stated later' The

significance of Rlkl is that iE is proportional to Ëhe integrated

inrensiry which should be dÍffracted by a specific (hkl) reflection'

when 100% of that phase exists and no preferred ori-entation is presenE'

For the case of steel where two phases generally exist equalion (b) is

writEen more correctly as:

hkl *:ut V G

I (e)
CI 2v

m

where U is the linear absorption co-effícient for the mixture of

austenj.te. A sími1ar equation applies to the austenite
m

martensite

or y-phase.

and

Thus the following can be writ.ten for any pair of hkg lines

hkl
0

hk
R

ct

I
VI q (f)

I hkl
R

Y

hklv
Y Y

V r hklR hkl
clY \

rhk0
I hk1

0 R
Y

or
V

(e)



If martensite and austenite

must make up I00% by volume.

v +v =l=1002
Y0
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are the only ptrases present ir¡ a steel, the_y

Tire ref ore

(h)

Calculation of the Theoretical Relative Intensity Factors (R)

The solution of equation (h) depends on

lines used with

the calculation of

the The

R and
Y

otherR factors for all the (hkl)
0

equaEions.

the x-rayvarÍables, I diffraction

pattern.

As stated earlier, R-factors are functions of 0r hkl and the

substance, and can be calculated from basic principles using equaEion

(d). Each element of this equatíon may be determined as follows:

i) 0, is the Bragg angle of reflectíon for each martensite and

austenite (hkg) line and depends on À, the characteristíc wave-

length of the x-ray radiation selected. It is derived from the 29

posítion of the peak maxinum on sharp lines or from the centroÍd of

area when the dÍffraction lines are broad. 0 can also be

calculated frorn lattice constants for austenite and martensite.

ii) Each 6 -value is Èhen used Eo calculate, the Lorentz-polarization

(ff¡ factor, Ëhe temperature factor ("-2M) and the atomic

scattering factors I 
f I which enter inÈo the calculation of the

structure factor lnfl in equation (d) as follows

lrrl = tE(lr| - 
^r)12

where lfl is the atomic scattering factor for Fe, Mn and other

alloying elements existing ín the ,tu"1l34. ¿f is a correction for

anomalous """tt.ri.rgl35 
and E is the of atoms per unit cel1 which

is 4 for FCC and 2 for BCC.

Y
and I are quantities measured from

Y
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iíi) The unit ce11 voLume (") ís calculated for the lattice parameters

of martensite and austenite which are themselves functions of the

carbon and alloy content. Ordinarily the effects of alloy content

on cell parameters in low and medlum alloy steels and can be

ignored but that of carbon cannoc be done sínce cell dimensions do

change signíficantly by the presence of carbon as shown by the

f otlowing .q.rrtÍo., I34.

Phase CrYstal Structure

l'lartens ite
(unternpered)

Austeni-te

BCT

FCC

Change in CelI Parameters
Due to Carbon

a = 2.867 - 0.0i32 C

by weight

c = 2.867 + 0.LI6y" C

by weight

a = 3.555 + 0.0447" C

by weight

iv) The mulrÍp1ícity factor (p) ín equation (d) is dependent on the

ntrmber of multÍple reflections permitted by each (hkL) plane

present within each phase (Referen.ut34, p.477).

It may be noted here that calculation of R-factors should be made for

each type of steel if the composition is known. However Íf this cannot

be done, general R factors calculated from connon or average steel

composiEÍon v¡ill provide accepEable accuracy íf used for all st""lsl34 '

A sample calculation of R for the (200) austenite 1Íne with Cu

radíation is given in the following pages for the steel used ín this

study. It refers to a sample with a tempered martensite starting

microstructure that Ltas annealed at 762oC for 3 minutes and then cooled

in air.

-zvt
EquaEíon Ry(200) = j tlrrlp.LPl e

v
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2g = 50.731 for (200) y Iine, obtained f rom the Philips PI.J-I710

Automated Powder Diffractometer in the Mineralogy laboratory of the

Earth Science Department using a standard scanning programme.

Volume of unit cell, i.e. v = 13 "h"re a = 3.555 + 0.044x = 46.1061
.)

v' = 2L25.7724

Atomic Scattering fact.or f corresponding to

sín 0/À = ?ffi = 0.278 (for cu ko radiation),

for various constj.tuents (chernícal) in Èhe steel was obtained from

standard tables.

Table (a)

Showing details of calculations of the structure factor
corresponding to (200) 1 1íne

Element wt % f 
^f 

= fr wt fract f'

Mn I.63 16 .32 + 0.66 = L5 .66 0.2548

S 0.018 9.335 + 0.34 = 9.675 0.002

P 0.012 8.79L + 0.20 = 8.991 0.00I

Si 0.11 8.646 + 0.15 = 8.614 0.009

cu 0- 34 18.7 14 + (-2.62) = 16 - 094 0.0547

Ni 0.07 17.97 + (-3.75) = 14.22 0.009

Cr 0.06 14.904 + (-0.40) = 14.504 0.008

V 0.062 14.L82 + 0.00 = 14.182 0.009

Cb 0.024 27.878 + (-1.38) = 26.498 0.006

l'1o 0.038 28.7 + (-1.30) = 27.4 0.01

Sn 0.10 35.054 + (-1.25) = 33.804 0.033

Fe 97.536 16.326 + (-r.68) = 14.646 14.285

ft (weighted sum) i4.68f
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^f 
values for different elements as functions of À/Àk and ôU was

also obtained from appropriat. ttb1.s.l35

Structure factor F = 4 (f + Af) = 4f'

Thus lrnl = Gf')2 = L6f.'2 = 16 x (l4.6St)2 = 3448.5082

l"fultiplicity factor p = 6.

Temperature factor , "-2M = 0.94, thís value I^Ias taken f rom che

curve in figure 35.

2l+Cos 50. 73r = 8.46Lorentz-polarization factor L.P =
sin2(25.365) x cos(25.365)

1 _1M
IIFFI p.L.P.e -"lRY (2oo)

2

i
[3448.5082 x 6 x 8.46 x 0.94]

2L25.7721

= 77.4041

Sinilarly for a (200),

Volume of unit cell, i

v2 = 557.825

for which 20 = 65.023.

2e.v=a xc=23.5L96

A¿omic scatteríng factor f for iron and other alloying elements

r.¡ere obtained from standard tables corresponding to SÍn0/À

0.537 46
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Table (b)

Showing the details of the calculation of the
sEructure factor corresponding to * (200) o line

wt'/" f 
^f 

= f I wt fract f '

1.63 14.794 + (-0.63) = 14.168 0.230

0.018 8.897 + 0.29 = 9.187 0.001

0. 012 8.402 + 0.25 8 .652 0. 00t

0.Il 8.1496 + 0.26 - 8.4096 0.009

0.34 17.710 + (-2.62) = i5.ts 0.053

0.07 17.07 + (-3.67) = 13.4 0.009

0. 06 14.09 + (-0. 40) = 13. 69 0.008

0.062 13.404 + (-0.18) = 13.224 0.008

0 .024 26.608 + (-1. 35) = 25.258 0.006

0.038 27.4032 + (-1.36) = 26.0432 0.01

0. 10 33.555 + (-I. 25) = 33.305 0.033

97.536 15.489 + (-I.48) = 14.009 13.66

4f'\ (weighted sum) L4.028

b

Mn

As sËated before Âf values were obtained from literature

Thus lrrl = 4f \ = 4 x 14. 0282 = 7B7.I3g

I'1ultiplícity factor p = 4

Temperature factor, .-2M = 0.94 (from Fig. 35)

Y2 = 557.826 using relevant values of a and c

2l+Cos 6s .023 = 4.84L.P =

S

P

si

Cu

Ni

Cr

V

Cb

Mo

Sn

Fe
)

1

l
':

l
l

ll
I

'I

l
)

2
Sin (32.511) x Cos (32.511)

iTherefore R0 ( 2oo) [787.139 x 4 x 4.84 x 0.92]
557 .826

= 25.L33
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Measurement of X-ray Diffracted Intensities

In measuring the diffracted line intensities it is essential Ëhat

inËegrated intensity be measured and not the maxímum Í-ntensity. This is

because large variations in line shape and broadening can occur in

hardened and plastically deformed steels due to variations in micro-

structure and particle or grains size. These changes in line shape do

noË affect the integrated intensity but they can make the values of

maxinrum íntensity meaningless, even when apparently sharp lines are

present.

0f the

inËens í c ies

background

two techniques that are

from a specimu.rl29, r¡

available f<¡r evaluating diffracted

measurement of areas above the

and 2) electronicfor each peak recorded on Èhe chart paper
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integraEion of the area using a scaler circuic, the latter was used. It

involved identifying the y(200) and a(200) peaks from trial scans. Each

of these peaks were then scanned at a constant rate making sure that the

20 range scanned v/as wide enough to include the whole peak. After

subtracting the background over the 20 range scanned for each peak, the

ratio of the Íntegrated fntensities

r 
(2oo)
'(

( 200)
cl

was obtained. These values were obtained by running a progranme using

standard co¡omands made avaÍlable with the Phillps PI^l-t710 Automated

Powder Dif fractometer.

For the sample considered in the sample calculation, the

r 
(2oo)

-l..:=^. = 0.I50_ (zuu)
I

I

:a

,

ct

Using the values of I

r 200

*Y
r 200

0

v

R 
(2oo)

Y

(200)
0

R

thus obtained from the above mentioned sanple calculations in equation

(f), the volume fraction of retained austenite is obtained through

equarion (h) which curns out to be 4.64%.




